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Cricket is the biggest sport in India, meaning there is naturally plenty of betting interest in it from

across the country. The best and most convenient place to bet on the sport is with cricket betting

apps, where you can bet on the go via your mobile device any time you wish. These best cricket

betting apps are legal and fully licensed to use by residents in India to bet on the biggest cricket

events over the course of the year. Continue on to learn more about the best cricket betting apps

in India and how to download them onto your mobile phone today.

Best Betting Apps for Cricket Betting in India

�.  Betway 

�.  bet365 

�.  1XBet 

�.  Melbet 

�.  Parimatch 
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�.  22Bet 

�.  BetWinner 

�.  Dafabet 

�.  10Bet 

��.  Rajabets 

 

Best Cricket Betting Apps

There are plenty of real money cricket betting apps that can be downloaded in India, but not all

of them can be trusted. We have featured the top 10 cricket betting apps in India in our online

cricket betting app list below, all of which are fully licensed and trusted sites that you can put your

faith in. These can all be downloaded today to place bets on in just a matter of minutes.

18+ Gambling Can Be Addictive. Please Play Responsibly. BeGambleAware GamStop Gambling

Commission

 Betway 

Betway is a well-respected brand in multiple countries and has one of the best apps for cricket

betting. The Betway app can be downloaded in a quick and easy fashion and has become

extremely popular since launching in India. It comes packed with plenty of accepted payment

methods and has a huge number of cricket betting markets for customers to browse.

 bet365 

bet365 is a huge name in sports betting and is one of the best cricket betting brands around. They

are without doubt one of the best betting apps in India for cricket with an enormous range of

cricket markets available to bet on. There is also a low deposit amount available on bet365,

making it an accessible betting app to bet on cricket. bet365 is also one of the best IPL betting

apps thanks to the depth of their service.

 1XBet 

Next on our list of online cricket betting apps is 1XBet, which has a fantastic betting app that is

perfect for cricket betting. They have one of the best apps for cricket betting thanks to the quality

of the app, which is quick and responsive and easy to use even for less experienced gamblers.

1XBet also comes with a low minimum deposit, making it easier for players to deposit and play.

 Melbet 

Established in 2012, Melbet is newer than some of the other brands that are featured on this list but

still should be trusted nevertheless as they are fully licensed. New customers that download and
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sign-up to this cricket betting app can get their hands on a solid welcome bonus, as well as

having access to their various cricket betting markets.

 Parimatch 

Parimatch allows its customers to bet on all of the most popular formats of cricket including test

matches, T20 and one-day internationals with extremely competitive odds in these markets.

Parimatch also has a vast selection of payment methods for their customers to choose from, as

well as an extremely easy-to-use app.

 22Bet 

22Bet is renowned as one of the best online cricket betting apps thanks to the great betting

experience provided to its players. They have one of the most in-depth selections of cricket

betting markets and the strong selection of payment methods makes it easy to deposit and

withdraw money. New customers at 22Bet can also claim a generous welcome bonus.

 BetWinner 

First coming into the market in 2018, BetWinner is a new cricket betting app with plenty to admire.

Their platform is user-friendly on both iOS and Android devices and has the same functionality as

the mobile site. It is easy to find the markets that you are looking for and they have plenty of

cricket markets for their customers to choose between.

 Dafabet 

The next brand in our list of the top 10 cricket betting apps in India is Dafabet, which covers all

major tournaments in cricket on its mobile platform. Users can take advantage of several INR

payment options when using Dafabet, which accepts deposits and withdrawals in rupees. There is

a real emphasis on cricket betting on this site, which is exactly what cricket bettors will want to

see.

 10Bet 

10Bet is a popular brand for sports bettors in India, not least because of its excellent cricket

offering. 10Bet ’s mobile app is extremely easy to use and well-presented, allowing customers to

place their cricket bets with minimal fuss. It is one of the most aesthetically pleasing cricket

betting apps that is featured on this list.

 Rajabets 

Last but not least is Rajabets, which also has a cricket betting app in India that can be

downloaded by residents. They officially accept Indian players and are a fully licensed and
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regulated brand, meaning you can put your trust in their services. Rajabets boast a strong selection

of cricket betting markets from all across the world and competitive odds within them.

How to download a Cricket Betting App

If you are interested in downloading cricket betting apps in India onto your mobile device, you

can do so in just a few simple steps. For iOS users, head over to the App Store and search for the

brand that you are interested in and hit download. It is free to download all of the apps that are

listed above.

If you have an Android device, you will need to download the APK of your chosen betting site —

ensuring that you do so from a verified and safe source, namely the betting site itself. Once you

have downloaded the app onto your device, you will then need to create an account.

How to create an account

Click one of the links above to be taken to the sign-up page of your chosen cricket betting app.

The best betting apps for cricket have made it an easy process to create an account online, which

starts by entering personal details such as your name, date of birth and address.

You will also be required to provide verification of your identity, as well as choosing a username

and password that will become your login details. Once your account has been verified, you will

then be able to log in using your downloaded cricket betting app, make a deposit and begin

betting.

How we choose the Best Betting Apps for Cricket

When choosing the best online cricket betting apps, there are a number of factors that we look

out for. This strict list of criteria must be met and ensures that only the very best cricket betting

apps make it through and pass the test. We will look for each of the following factors when

assessing the strength of a cricket betting app in India.

Range of Cricket Markets

First and foremost, we want to see that there is a strong selection of cricket markets for customers

to bet on. It is important that the range of markets is diverse, ranging from one-day internationals

and T20 matches to five-day test cricket. We want to see the biggest tournaments covered too,

such as the ICC World Cup and IPL. The best cricket betting apps will also have a strong choice of

markets for single matches, such as top batsman, top bowler and player of the match.

Betting Offers & Bonuses

Up next is the various betting offers and bonuses that the betting app is offering customers. The

first thing we want to see is a strong welcome bonus available to new customers, giving them the



opportunity to get settled on the new platform with an impressive bonus to use on top of their

initial deposit amount. Further existing customer offers around cricket are another important factor,

as these can help retain an interest in a cricket betting app once you have played through the

initial bonus. The best betting sites and apps alike will all have a strong selection of betting offers.

Security

Unfortunately, there are plenty of cricket betting apps in India that aren’t what they appear to be

and put users’ information in jeopardy. As such, we have only included fully licensed operators in

our list of the best cricket betting apps in India to ensure your safety when placing bets using

them.

Easy To Use

Nobody wants to be searching for an eternity looking for their preferred cricket betting markets

and ultimately wasting their time. That is why we have only included brands that have produced

easy-to-use betting apps for cricket in particular. As cricket is the biggest sport in India, it is no

surprise there is a real emphasis on the sport with each of the available brands listed.

App Speed

Similar to the above, this relates to the usability and functionality of the cricket betting app itself.

Any mobile app user wants to know the platform will be fast and responsive to actions and, in this

case, enable you to place your cricket bets in a swift manner. Slow cricket apps have been left by

the wayside.

Customer Support

If you run into any issues or have any questions regarding your cricket betting app, it ’s important to

know that help is on hand to assist you in any way possible. We like to see a variety of customer

support options on offer from any brand, including a live chat service for the quickest response

possible. Other customer support options you are likely to see include an FAQs section, email

address, telephone number or even help via social media channels.

Payment Methods

Having a variety of payment methods is essential to ensure easy deposits and withdrawals from

your online betting account. In India, one of the most popular is UPI, which is available through

many of the listed cricket betting apps above. Other popular payment methods include

Netbanking, Paytm, Google Pay, Skrill, PayPal, Neteller and cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin.

Popular Cricket Tournaments To Bet On In India
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It is common for the best cricket betting apps in India to offer customers the opportunity to bet on

the biggest and best cricket events throughout the calendar. There are some enormous annual

cricket events that draw huge numbers of viewers and, as such, people who want to bet on the

action. We have only included cricket betting apps in India that enable you to bet on each of the

following tournaments/events from the world of cricket.

IPL

It goes without saying that the IPL (Indian Premier League) has to be on any cricket betting app

worth your time in India. It is the biggest cricket tournament in India, which has taken place every

year since its inaugural season in 2008. There is huge money available in the IPL, which features 10

teams and some of the biggest stars from the world of cricket. A total of 70 group matches take

place before the Playoffs, after which a further four matches are played, including the IPL Final, to

decide the winner of the tournament. There are a vast range of IPL betting sites in India that can

be accessed and are extremely popular.

ICC World Cup

The ICC World Cup is the biggest international tournament in cricket, featuring the best teams and

players that one-day cricket has to offer. Matches are played over 50 overs and features a league

stage before entering a knockout stage in the semi-finals. Running since 2015, the ICC World Cup is

seen as the biggest international event in the sport and is one of the world’s most viewed sporting

events.

Big Bash League

The Big Bash League is Australia’s answer to the Indian Premier League and takes place through

December and January each year. There are a total of eight teams that compete in the Big Bash

League each year, which starts with the regular reason where each team plays each other twice to

decide the order of the league table. The top five teams in the league table progress to the play-

offs, where the winner is eventually decided after a further five matches are played, ending with

the Big Bash League Final.

The Ashes

The oldest and most famous cricket series is the Ashes, which is contested between England and

Australia. The two nations face each other in a best-of-five, five-day test series that sees home

advantage alternate each year. The winner of the Ashes keeps the famous Ashes urn and also

retains it in the next series should it end in a draw.

T20 World Cup
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In 2007, the ICC T20 World Cup was made as the shorter format equivalent to the 50-over ICC

World Cup. The T20 World Cup sees matches played over the course of 20 overs each and also

features a group stage featuring two groups, with the top two teams from each progressing

through to the semi-finals. Three knockout games are then played to decide the T20 world

champions.

Asia Cup

The inaugural edition of the ACC Asia Cup was in 1984 and has remained an important tournament

for competing nations ever since. India, Sri Lanka and Pakistan have dominated the tournament

since its infancy, which has been played alternately between ODI and T20 formats since 2016.

Cricket Live Streaming

One huge bonus that comes with a number of these listed cricket betting apps is the ability to live

stream cricket games. These live cricket betting apps also have the functionality to bet in-play —

meaning you can bet on and watch your favourite cricket events at the same time. If this is

something that interests you, be sure to sign up and download one of these cricket live streaming

apps. It will be stated in the terms and conditions of your selected cricket betting app of

everything you will need to do to successfully live stream cricket events from your account.

Cricket Betting App Bonuses

There are plenty of betting bonuses that can be claimed when you download any one of these

cricket betting apps. All of the best cricket betting apps in India that we have listed will produce

bonuses and betting offers for their customers — both new and existing — to claim and use to bet

on cricket. Below, we have featured some of the most popular betting app bonuses that you can

expect to see that can be used on cricket.

Welcome Offer

A welcome offer has become standard practice amongst the majority of brands in India and other

countries. It gives new customers the opportunity to claim a bonus to use on the site once they

have created an account and made their first deposit with them. This will often come in the shape

of a deposit match bonus but is not exclusive to only this type of bonus.

Free Bets

There are few betting bonuses that get the excitement going quite like the lure of free bet offers.

These enable customers to have free bet credits to use to bet on their favourite sporting events, in

this instance cricket. Cricket free bets can be obtained in a variety of methods, such as in a bet and

get bonus, a loyalty club or as part of a welcome offer.

https://u.newsdirect.com/Ymg5v-eGsEv5Xr6IqnN2S-0ySkoKiq309ZPzczNzEot0U9PSUosy09L0MpNL9U2MUgxNDC1MdJNTkpN1TSxSE3WT0iwTdZMtTU0tDS0sTJONLBjyUsuLM0qTAAEAAP__5KBYbVG9lvMbHPMSitaDE7EsgZgp5AWKONyQBQ


Deposit Bonus

Deposit bonuses require sports betting customers to make a deposit themselves before receiving

the bonus in return. The size of your deposit bonus will generally be given as a set percentage of

the size of your own deposit, meaning a 100% deposit bonus will double the funds you have to

play with — half as cash and half as bonus money. Deposit bonuses are amongst the most

common sports betting bonus types that you will see in cricket betting apps.

FAQs

Are Cricket Betting Apps legal in India?

Yes, cricket betting apps are legal to use in India.

Can I win real money betting on Cricket in India?

Cricket betting apps in India operate using real money, meaning users can win and stake real

money.

What are the Best Cricket Betting Apps in India?

You can find the best cricket betting apps in India above by looking at our list of the best betting

apps above.
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